Proposed improvements between Wood Lane and Notting Hill Gate
Neighbourhood 3 – Holland Park Avenue
Healthy Streets Check scores

**KEY**

- **Proposed scheme**
- **Holland Park Avenue between Royal Crescent and Norland Square**
- **Holland Park Avenue between Norland Square and Lansdowne Road**
- **Holland Park Avenue between Lansdowne Road and Campden Hill Road**

Before score
After score

* Lower scores owing to tree removal. See accompanying consultation materials for details

Proposed improvements between Wood Lane and Notting Hill Gate
Neighbourhood 2 - Shepherd's Bush
Pedestrian and cycle improvements at Uxbridge Road junction
Cycle track joins Shepherd's Bush Green via shared use area
Pedestrians given priority at side road junctions
New cycle and pedestrian route through Holland Park Roundabout
New signal-controlled pedestrian crossing
Upgraded signal-controlled pedestrian crossing
Cycle track crosses Shepherd's Bush Green
Proposed scheme continues to the north (See Neighbourhood 1, Wood Lane on separate map)
Proposed scheme continues to the east (See Neighbourhood 3, Holland Park Avenue on separate map)
New signal-controlled crossings to improve pedestrian access between Shepherd's Bush station, shopping centre and Holland Park Roundabout
We are also proposing changes throughout this neighbourhood including:
- New bus lane
- Changes to loading provisions
- Changes to single yellow line provision

Further details of proposal can be viewed within the detailed consultation pack

**Proposed scheme**

**Before score**
**After score**
**Uplift**